
Inglewood Imaging Center (IIC) is an independent diagnostic 
testing facility and one of the fastest growing businesses in Los 
Angeles County. CEO, Brad Schmidt, aligned his business strategy 
with INFINITT’s cloud technology offering – an  all-in-one RIS/PACS 
with processing and archiving done remotely, at INFINITT’s secure 
data center. “INFINITT cloud solution addressed workflow, IT integra-
tion & support issues, and report & image distribution to referring 
physicians all in one package.”

Cloud-based RIS/PACS Primes Imaging Center for Success
Single-database system, single vendor is key to cost-efficiency. 

IIC wanted to go filmless and paperless, streamlining workflow to reduce 
report delivery times and improving access to images for referring physicians. 

IIC wanted one integrated solution that would reduce the number of vendors 
they had to work with and the number of systems they had to support , also 
minimizing interoperability issues and maintenance costs.

IIC also wanted a pay-as-you-go financial model, where the cost of the service 
would always be in line with the revenue stream, and qualify as part of the 
operating budget.

IIC implemented INFINITT Smart-NET cloud solution, allowing 
them to run the RIS & PACS applications, to store images and reports 
at a secure data center , and to automate distribution of reports and 
images. 

The single-database RIS/PACS solution includes scheduling, 
reporting, speech recognition, document scanning, CD burning and 
3D post-processing all on one platform. 

INFINITT Smart-NET allows  IIC to view and store priors and studies 
brought to them on CD, and access images from the hospital system.
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“INFINITT Smart-NET cloud-based RIS/PACS 

was a good choice for us; we’ve experienced 

400% growth since we implemented it.  I also 

like the solution’s scalability: with continued 

growth,  we have the option to convert to an 

on-site system without retraining, disruption 

in service or data migration issues.                     

Bradley Schmidt, CEO

The RIS/PACS helped IIC  increase productivity; improve  utilization of 
scanners, physical space and technologist time; and build loyalty with its 
referral base. 

The cloud-based system has solved security and other compliance issues, 
enabling staff to focus more on the quality of patient care. 

Pay-as-you-go financing has added a cash flow advantage, enabling IIC to 
invest capital dollars in equipment that generates revenues.
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Bradley Schmidt, Founder and CEO, IIC


